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Abstract
The sample distribution is defined as the distribution of the sample measurements given the
selected sample. Under informative sampling, this distribution may be different from the
corresponding population distribution. Sampling on two occasions under informative sampling
design, utilizing the sample and sample-complement distributions for occasion one, the matched
sample and unmatched sample distributions, and matched sample-complement and unmatched
sample-complement for occasion two, is proposed for predicting finite population total of a
variable under study for the current (second) occasion, viewing information collected on the first
(previous) occasion as auxiliary information. An interesting result of the present analysis is that
known predictors in common use are shown to be special cases of the present predictors
obtained under informative sampling, thus providing them a new justification.
Keywords: Matched distribution, Sample-complement distribution, Unmatched
distribution.
1. Introduction
The practice of relying on samples for the collection of important series of data,
published at regular intervals has become common. In most surveys, interest
centers on the current total or average. For discussions of repeated sampling in
general and on sampling on two occasions, in particular, under noninformative
sampling, see Cochran (1977). However if the design is informative, in the sense
that the study or response variable is correlated with design variables not
included in the model, even after conditioning on the model covariates, standard
estimates of the model parameters can be severely biased, leading possibly to
false inference. For example, see Pfeffermann, Krieger and Rinott (1998) and
Eideh (2010).
In this paper we propose to deal with the prediction of finite population total of a
variable under study for the second occasion, using information collected on the
first occasion as an auxiliary variable, and under informative sampling, by
combining two separate statistical methodologies: sampling on two occasions
and methods of analysis under complex informative sampling.
As an example of situation where the sampling design is informative on both
occasions is: if the same sampling design is used on every occasion and the
sampling scheme is informative on one occasion then it is informative on every
occasion. (Corresponding talk with Danny Pfeffermann).
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Methods of prediction under informative sampling have been investigated by
Sverchkov and Pfeffermann (2004), and Pfeffermann and Sverchkov (2007) in
the context of analytical inference from complex surveys for cross-sectional
analysis based on data from a single occasion. Later, Eideh and Nathan (2009)
investigated the effects of informative two-stage cluster sampling on estimation
and prediction with application in small area estimation.
Previous work in this area deals with sampling on two occasions under equal and
unequal probability of selection sampling designs. See for example Arnab (1998),
and Prasad and Graham (1994). In particular, none of the above studies extract
the sample matched and sample un-matched distributions, for sampling on two
occasions, from the population distribution and first order inclusion probabilities.
The key reference about effects of informative design on sample distributions,
applied here to the case of repeated sampling, is Sverchkov and Pfeffermann
(2004).
As pointed out by Sverchkov and Pfeffermann (2004) in Section 8 Concluding
Remarks “Further experimentation with this kind of predictors and MSE (mean
square error) estimation is therefore highly recommended”.
Thus, the aims of the present study are then to extend and develop the methods
of prediction of finite population totals under informative sampling by utilizing the
sample distribution and sample-complement distributions for sampling on two
occasions. In Section 2 a review of known results on the sample and sample-
complement probability density functions (pdfs) is given. In Section 3 we
introduce the marginal distributions of matched and un-matched sample
observations for occasion two. Marginal distributions of complement-matched
and complement-un-matched samples are discussed in Section 4. In Section 5
we present the results of prediction of finite population totals of a variable under
study for the second occasion, under informative sampling. Prediction methods
are discussed in Section 6. In Section 7 we give examples. Section 8 presents
the estimation of mean square error and Section 9 provides a discussion of the
results.
It should be noted that this paper is based completely on model-based inference
(rather than randomization based).
2. Review of results on sample and sample-complement probability
density functions
In this article we assume sampling on two occasions from a finite population that
is composed of the same elements at the two different occasions. The study or
response variable Y is observed at each occasion, but not necessarily for the
same set of elements. The response variable will be denoted 1Y at the first
occasion and 2Y at the second occasion. At the first occasion, a sample 1s is
drawn by the sampling design  1P such that  11 sP is the probability that 1s is
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chosen. The corresponding inclusion probabilities are denoted by i1 for element
Ui . Let 11 iI if 1si and 01 iI , otherwise, be sample membership indicator
of element Ui for the first occasion. At the first occasion, we assume that the
population values    NN xyxy 111111 ,,,,  are independent realizations of random
variables 1Y and 1X with continuous joint pdf  iip xyf 11 , . In the application, the
variable 1Y is the variable of interest for period one and is observed only for the
sample on the first occasion. (In practice, the variable of interest for period one
may often be observed also for the sample of the second occasion (retrospective
studies)). The variable 1X represents auxiliary variable and its values are
assumed known for the whole population. Let  Nzz ,...,1z be the values of a
known design variable, used for the sample selection process but not included in
the working model under consideration. In what follows we consider a sampling
design with selection probabilities )Pr( sii  where Ni ,...,1 . In practice, the
i ’s may depend on the population values  zyx ,, . We consider single stage
sampling, with inclusion probabilities:
   iiiiiii zxygz,x|ysiπ ,,,Pr 111111  (2.1)
for some function g and all units Ui . See Eideh (2010) for further discussion
on examples of g .
Since N ,...,1 are defined by the realizations   Nizxy iii ,...,1,,, 11  , therefore
they are random realizations defined on the space of possible populations.
According to Pfeffermann, Krieger and Rinott (1998), the conditional marginal
sample pdf of iY1 is defined as:
   
   
 ii
iipiii
iiipiis
|xI
|xyf,x|yI
,I|xyf|xyf
11
11111
11111
1Pr
1Pr
11



(2.2)
with the second equality obtained by application of Bayes theorem.
Note that the conditional marginal sample pdf is different from the super
population pdf generating the finite population values, unless   iiiii |xI,x|yI 11111 1Pr1Pr  for all possible values iy1 , in which case the
sampling process or scheme is noninformative or can be ignored conditional on
ix1 .
Denote by sp EE and the expectations under the population and sample pdfs,
respectively. Then according to Pfeffermann, Krieger and Rinott (1998), (2.2) can
be written as:
      iip
iipiiip
iis xE
xyfxyExyf
11
11111
11 |
|,||1 
 (2.3)
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where
      iiipiiipiip dyxyfxyExE 11111111 |,||  (2.4)
It follows from (2.3) that the population and sample pdf’s are different, unless   iipiiip |xπE,x|yπE 11111  for all iy1 , in which case the sampling process can be
ignored for inferences that condition on the 1x .
Comment 1. Note that    iiiipxyziiip zxyEExyE iii ,,|,| 11,111 11   , so that iz is
integrated out in (2.3). See Remark 1 in Sverchkov and Pfeffermann (2004) for
further discussion.
Let iiw 11 1  define the sampling weight of unit Ui . According to Pfeffermann
and Sverchkov (1999), the following relationships hold:
   iiisiiip ,x|ywE,x|yπE 111111 1
1 (2.5a)
   iisiip |xwE|xπE 1111 1
1 (2.5b)
    iis
iiis
iip |xwE
|xywE|xyE
11
111
11
1
1 (2.5c)
    is
iis
ip wE
ywEyE
1
11
1
1
1 (2.5d)
   isip wEE 11 1
1 (2.5e)
Similar to (2.2), the conditional marginal sample-complement pdf (for units not in
1s , denoted by cs1 ) is defined as:
   
   
 ii
iipiii
iiipiis
|xI
|xyf,x|yI
,I|xyf|xyf c
11
11111
11111
0Pr
0Pr
0
1



(2.6a)
It follows from Sverchkov and Pfeffermann (2004) that this pdf can be written as:
      
    
  iis
iisiiis
iip
iipiiip
is
xwE
xyfxywE
xE
xyfxyEyf c
11
11111
1
1111
1i1
|1
|,|1
|1
|,|1x|
1
11
1



 

(2.6b)
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Now, using (2.6a), (2.5b) and (2.5c), we have:
   
    
 
    
 
  
 
  
  
  
  
 
   

















i
iis
ii
s
iis
iiis
iip
iiip
iip
iiiipp
i
iip
iipiiiip
i
iip
iipiiip
i
iisiiis
|x|xwE
ywE|xwE
|xywE
|xπE
|xyπE
xE
xyyEE
dyxE
xyfxyyE
dyxE
xyfxyEy
dyxyfy|xyE cc
1
11
11
11
111
11
111
11
111
1
11
11111
1
1
1111
1
11i1111
1
1
1
1
1
1
|1
,|1
|1
|,|1
|1
|,|1
|
1
1
1
1
11






(2.7)
where csE 1 denotes the expectation under the sample-complement pdf.
Using (2.3), (2.5a), (2.5b) and (2.6), we have the following results:
 
 
 
 iiis
iis
iip
iis
,x|ywE
|xwE
|xyf
|xyf
111
11
11
11
1
11  (2.8)
 
 
  
  iiis
iis
iis
iis
,x|ywE
|xwE
|xyf
|xyf
c 111
11
11
11
1
1
1
1
1
1

 (2.9)
and
 
 
    
    iisiiis
iiisiis
iip
iis
|xwE,x|ywE
,x|ywE|xwE
|xyf
|xyf c
11111
11111
11
11
1
1
11
111

 (2.10)
According to (2.8), the sample and population pdfs are different unless   iisiiis xwExywE 11111 |,| 11  for all iy1 , in which case the sampling process can
be ignored for inference that conditions on the 1x .
The key references to the relationships between the population and sample
distributions and their applications are the articles by Eideh and Nathan (2006,
2009), Eideh (2007, 2008, 2009), Krieger and Pfeffermann (1997), Pfeffermann,
Krieger and Rinott (1998), Pfeffermann and Sverchkov (1999, 2003, 2007),
Skinner (1994), and Sverchkov and Pfeffermann (2004).
3. Marginal distributions of matched and unmatched sample observations
for occasion two
To the sample 1s , of size n , drawn at the first occasion corresponds a
complementary sample 11 sUs c  . The complementary sample is not surveyed
at the first occasion, but we need the probabilities of inclusion in the
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complementary sample induced by the design  1P . When sampling on the
second occasion we have more information than at the first occasion. For every
1si , we know the values   nixy ii ,...,1,, 11  and ix1 , Nni ,...,1 . For the second
sample, we can consider situations of no overlap, complete overlap, or partial
overlap with the first sample. Cochran (1977) considers, under noninformative
sampling, the optimal designs for the estimation of different parameters at the
second occasion. It is intuitively clear that there are cases in which the
information from the first occasion may be used to improve the current estimates.
Hence we opt for dealing with the situation of partial overlap, for which the other
situations can be considered as special cases.
At the second occasion, two independent samples are drawn, a matched sample
and an unmatched sample. The matched sample, ms2 , of size mn , is drawn from
1s by the design  1| sPm  such that  12 | ssP mm is the conditional probability of
choosing ms2 on the second occasion, given that 1s was selected on the first
occasion. The inclusion probabilities under this design are denoted 122 |Pr sisi mmi  for elements 1si . The unmatched sample, us2 , of size
mu nnn  , is drawn from 11 sUs c  according to the design  cu sP 1| such that cuu ssP 12 | is the conditional probability of choosing us2 , given the complementary
sample cs1 . The inclusion probabilities under this design are denoted cuui sisi 122 |Pr  . Note that ms2 and us2 are disjoint and are chosen
independently. The total sample at the second occasion is um sss 222  . Let   iiiiii xxxyyy 2121 ,,,  are the values of Y and X for unit i for the two
occasions. The variable iY2 is observed for all elements in the second sample.
We assume that inclusion probabilities may depend on the values of
iii XYY 121 ,, and iX 2 for the same unit:   iimiimmi xygxys|isiπ ,,,Pr 2122  (3.1)
for some function mg 2 and all elements 1si , and   iiuiuui xygxysi ,,,si|Pr 2ic122  (3.2)
for some function ug 2 and all units csi 1 .
Let 12 miI if msi 2 and 02 miI if mssi 21  . Also, let 12 uiI if usi 2 and
02 uiI if uc ssi 21  . To find the marginal distribution of the matched sample
observations, we treat the first sample as if it were a population. Assume that iY2
denotes the value of a response variable 2Y , associated with unit i that belongs
to the new ‘population’  ns ,...,11  . If iY2 depends on iY1 and ix , then the
conditional sample pdf of iY2 is defined analogously to (2.2) and (2.3) as:
      iim iiisiimiiis xysi
xyyfxysixyyf m ,|Pr
,|,|Pr,|
12
122
12
1
2 
 (3.3)
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which can be written as:
      iimis iiisii
m
is
iiis xyE
xyyfxyExyyf m ,|
,|,|,|
12
122
12
1
11
2 
 (3.4)
where
      iiiisiimisiimis dyx|yyfxy|πEx,|yπE 212212 ,, 111 (3.5)
and 1sE denotes the expectation under the first sample pdf 1sf .
Similar to (1.5), we have:
   iimisiimis xy|wExy|πE m ,
1,
2
2
2
1  (3.6a)
   iimisiimis x|ywEx|yπE m ,
1,
12
12
2
1  (3.6b)
    iimis iii
m
is
iiis x|ywE
x|yywEx|yyE
m
m
,
,,
12
122
12
2
2
1  (3.6c)
    mis i
m
is
is wE
ywEyE
m
m
2
22
2
2
2
1  (3.6d)
   mismis wEπ E m 22 21
1 (3.6e)
where mimiw 22 1  and msE 2 denotes the expectation under the matched sample
pdf.
Using (3.4) and (3.6, a, b), we have the following:
 
 
  iimis
ii
m
is
iiis
iiis
xy|wE
x|ywE
x|yyf
x|yyf
m
mm
,
,
,
,
2
12
12
12
2
2
1
2  (3.7)
In order to find the distribution of the unmatched sample, we treat the sample-
complement  units in the first occasion as if it were a population. In the same way
as in the matched sample one can obtain the conditional marginal unmatched
sample pdf of iY2 which is given by:
      iuis
iisii
u
is
iis xE
xyfxyExyf
c
cc
u |
|,||
2
222
2
1
11
2 
 (3.8)
where
      iiisiiuisiuis dyxyfxyExE ccc 22222 |,|| 111  (3.9)
and csE 1 denotes the expectation under csf 1 .
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Analogously to (3.6), we have the following relationships:
   iiuisiiuis x|ywEx|yπE uc 222222 ,
1,
2
1
 (3.10a)
   iuisiuis x|wE|xπ E uc 222 21
1 (3.10b)
    iuis ii
u
is
iis x|wE
x|ywEx|yE
u
u
c
22
222
22
2
2
1
 (3.10c)
    uis i
u
is
is wE
ywEyE
u
u
c
2
22
2
2
2
1
 (3.10d)
   uisuis wEπE uc 22 21
1 (3.10e)
where uiuiw 22 1;  .
Using (3.8) and (3.10a) and (3.10b), we have the following:
 
 
  iuis ii
u
is
iis
iis
x|wE
x|ywE
x|yf
x|yf
u
u
c
u
22
222
22
22
2
2
1
2 , (3.11)
4. Marginal distributions of matched-complement and unmatched-
complement samples
The matched-complement and unmatched-complement sample pdf’s are needed
to predict finite population totals for the second occasion using sample data for
both occasions under informative sampling.
Similar to (2.6), the conditional marginal matched sample-complement pdf, i.e.,
the pdf for units msi 2 is defined as:
   
   
 
    
  iimis
iiisii
m
is
ii
m
i
iiisii
m
i
m
iiiisiiis
x|ywE
x|yyfxy|wE
x,|yI
x|yyfxy|I
Ix|yyfx|yyf
m
mm
cm
,1
,,1
0Pr
,,0Pr
0,,,
12
122
12
122
21212
2
22
1
12





(4.1)
Also, the following relationship holds:
      
    iimis iii
m
is
ii
m
is
iii
m
is
iiis
x|ywE
x|yywE
x|yπE
x|yyπEx|yyE
m
m
cm
,1
,1
,1
,1,
12
122
12
122
12
2
2
2
2
2




(4.2)
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Application of (3.7) and (4.1) yields the following ratios:
 
 
    iimis
ii
m
is
iiis
iiis
xy|wE
x|ywE
x|yyf
x|yyf
m
m
cm
m
,1
,1
,
,
2
12
12
12
2
2
2
2

 (4.3)
and  
 
        iimisiimis
ii
m
isii
m
is
iiis
iiis
x|ywExy|wE
xy|wEx|ywE
x|yyf
x|yyf
mm
mmcm
,1,
,1,
,
,
122
212
12
12
22
22
1
2

 (4.4)
Analogously to (4.1), the conditional marginal unmatched sample-complement
pdf, i.e., the pdf for units usi 2 is defined as:
   
   
 
      iuis iisii
u
is
i
u
i
iisii
u
i
u
iiisiis
x|wE
x|yfx|ywE
x|I
x|yfx|yI
Ix|yfx|yf
u
uu
c
ccu
1
,1
0Pr
,0Pr
0,
2
222
2
222
222
2
22
1
12





(4.5)
Also, we have the relationship:
      
    iuis ii
u
is
i
u
is
ii
u
is
iis
x|wE
x|ywE
x|πE
x|yπEx|yE
u
u
c
c
cu
1
1
1
1
2
22
2
22
2
2
2
1
1
2




(4.6)
Using (3.11) and (4.5) we obtain the following ratios:
 
 
    iiuis i
u
is
iis
iis
x|ywE
x|wE
x|yf
x|yf
u
u
cu
u
,1
1
22
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

 (4.7)
and  
 
        iuisiiuis ii
u
isi
u
is
iis
iis
x|wEx,|ywE
x|ywEx|wE
x|yf
x|yf
uu
uu
c
cu
1
,1
222
222
2
2
22
22
1
2

 (4.8)
5. Prediction of finite population totals under informative sampling
Sverchkov and Pfeffermann (2004) develop various methods for prediction of
finite population totals under informative sampling for a single occasion using
only information obtained from that occasion. In this and subsequent sections we
extend these methods to predict finite population totals under informative
sampling using data obtained from sampling on two occasions.
Let   Ni iyT 1 22 define the population total that we want to predict using the
sample data from two occasions and possibly population values of auxiliary
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variables that may contain some or all of the design variables. For the prediction
process we have the following available information:
(a) The information that comes from the first occasion denoted by:    Ui,Ix,si,πy iiii  :: 111111 (5.1)
(b) The information that comes from the second occasion denoted by:        cuiiuuiimiimmii si,Ixsi,πysi,Ixsi,πy 122221222222 ;,:;:;:  (5.2)
Thus the available information for the prediction process is 21   .
Let   22 ˆˆ TT define the predictor. The mean square error (MSE) of 2ˆT given 
with respect to the population pdf is defined by:   
    


 
||ˆ
|ˆˆ
2
2
22
2
222
TVTET
TTETMSE
pp
p (5.3)
Note that  |2TV p does not depend on 2ˆT , thus  2ˆTMSE is minimized when
  |ˆ 22 TET p .
Now  |TE p 2 can be composed as:
   
   
   
       
01
01,
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
22
22
22121212
2222
2222
2
1
22













 
cu
c
u
c
cmm
cuu
cmm
si
issi
is
si
is
si
is
si
u
iip
si
u
iip
si
m
iip
si
m
iip
Ui
ip
N
i
ipp
|yE|yE|yE|yE
,I|yE,I|yE
,I|yEI|yE
|yE|yE|TE
(5.4)
where in the last equality we assume that  mj sjy 22 ,  and   :, 222 mmii siy  are
independent given jj xy ,1 , also uj sjy 22 :  and   uuii si,πy 222 :  are
independent given jx .
But we know the values  mi siy 22 :  and  ui siy 22 :  , so that to predict 2T , we
need to predict the 2Y values not in 2u2 innotand ss m . Equation (4.4) can be
written as:     


cu
cucm
cm
um sj
jjs
sj
jjjssi
i
si
ip xyExyyEyyTE
2
2
2
2
22
|,|| 212222 (5.5)
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Thus the prediction of 2T reduces to the prediction of  jjjs xyyE cm ,| 122 and jjs x|yE cu 22 .
6. Prediction methods
In this section we consider the non-parametric and semi-parametric prediction of
2T .
6.1 Non-parametric prediction
In this subsection we consider estimation of the expectations  jjjs xyyE cm ,| 122
and  jjs yE cu x|22 , and hence prediction of 2T , based on estimation of only sample
expectations. The key to this method are the relationships (4.2) and (4.6). These
relationships suggest the following two-step procedure:
Step-one:
(a) Estimate  iimis xywE m ,| 122 and hence   iimis
m
i
mi xywE
wq
m ,|1
1
12
2
2 
 by regressing
m
iw2 against   mii sixy 21 ,,  . Denote the resulting estimate by:
  1,|ˆ 1ˆ 12 22 

ii
m
is
m
i
mi xywE
wq
m
(6.1)
and let imimi yqy 22 ˆ .
For further discussion on estimation of this conditional expectation, under single
stage informative sampling, see Eideh (2010).
(b) Estimate  iuis xwE u 22 |2 and hence   iuis
u
i
ui xwE
wq
u 22
2
|1
1
2 
 by regressing uiw2
against ui six 22 ,  . Denote the resulting estimate by:
  1|ˆ 1ˆ 2222 

i
u
is
u
i
ui xwE
wq
u
(6.2)
and let iuiui yqy 22 ˆ .
Step-two:
(a) Estimate  iimis xyyE m ,| 122 by regressing 2miy against  ii xy ,1 and substitute in
(4.2) to get the estimate of  iiis xyyE cm ,| 122 .
(b) Estimate  iuis xyE u 22 |2 by regressing 2uiy against ix and substitute in (4.6) to
get the estimate of  iis xyE cu 22 |2 .
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Thus by (5.5) the prediction of 2T is given by:   


cu
ucm
m
um sj
jjujs
sj
jjjmjs
si
i
si
i yqExyyqEyyT
2
2
2
2
22
22212221,2 x|ˆˆ,|ˆˆˆ (6.3)
This predictor depends on the models holding for the matched sample
observations imimi yqy 222  , msi 2 and the unmatched sample observations
i
u
i
u
i yqy 222  , usi 2 .
Another predictor can be introduced which bases on the estimation of jjjs xyyE m 212 ,|2 from the matched sample data, and the estimation of jjs xyE u 22 |2 from the unmatched sample data. The estimator depends on the
relationship:    
      
      
     
     
         
          
 
 
 



 
 
 
 




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



cu cu
ucuu
cm cm
mcmm
cu cu
ucuu
cm cm
mcmm
cu
ucuu
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mcmm
cu
cucm
cm
sj sj
jjsjs
u
ujjs
sj sj
jjjsjs
m
mjjjs
sj sj
jjjsjsjjs
sj sj
jjjjjsjsjjjs
sj
jjsjjsjjs
sj
jjjsjjjsjjjs
sj
jjs
sj
jjjs
x|yEyEnnNnnNx|yE
x|yyEyEnnnnx|yyE
x|x|yEyEx|yE
x|yx|yyEyEx|yyE
x|yEx|yEx|yE
x|yyEx|yyEx|yyE
x|yEx,|yyE
2 2
222
2 2
222
2 2
222
2 2
222
2
222
2
222
2
2
2
2
222
12212
222
112212
222
121212
212
1
,1,
,,,
,,,
(6.4)
where
sample.unmatched theofsize theisandsamplematched theofsize theis um nn The
nature of this approximation is based on Sverchkov and Pfeffermann (2004),
equation (4.10).
Using (4.2) and (4.6), the matched sample-complement and the unmatched
sample-complement means in the last two rows of (6.4) can be estimated,
respectively, by:
        
   







 

m
m
m
m
m
mmcm
si
iiisi
sl
m
l
m
m
i
m
jjjsjm
js
m
j
sjjjsjs
xyyEy
wn
w
n
xyyEywE
wExyyEyE
2
2
2
2
2
222
,|ˆ
11
11
,|ˆ1ˆ
1ˆ,|ˆˆ
122
2
2
122
2
2
122
(6.5)
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and
        
   







 

u
u
u
u
u
uucu
si
iisi
sl
u
l
u
u
i
u
jjsju
js
u
j
sjjsjs
xyEy
wn
w
n
xyEywE
wExyEyE
2
2
2
2
2
222
|ˆ
11
11
|ˆ1ˆ
1ˆ|ˆˆ
22
2
2
22
2
2
22
(6.6)
Thus we have the following predictor for 2T :
   
    
    )|ˆ
11
1(1
),|ˆ
11
1(1
|ˆ,|ˆˆ
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
22
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2
2
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212222,2
 
 
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










u
u
u
m
m
m
cu
ucm
m
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si
iisi
sl
u
l
u
u
i
u
u
si
iiisi
sl
m
l
m
m
i
m
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sj
jjs
sj
jjjs
si
i
si
i
xyEy
wn
w
nnnN
xyyEy
wn
w
nnn
xyExyyEyyT
(6.7)
This predictor is fully determined by estimating only the conditional expectations: jjjs xyyE m ,| 122 and  jjs xyE u |22 , which can be carried out using an appropriate
regression analysis.
6.2 Semi-parametric estimation under given matched sample-complement
and given unmatched sample-complement models
Following Sverchkov and Pfeffermann (2004), in this section we show that if the
models holding for units outside the matched and unmatched samples can be
identified and estimated properly from the matched and unmatched data, it is
possible to estimate the unknown parameters of these models without having to
estimate the regressions    iuisiimis xwExywE um |and,| 212 22 .
Assume that the matched sample-complement model for units outside the
matched sample is:  
      mjjmjjmjsjjmjs
m
jjjj
sjxyrxyExyE
xyCy
cmcm
m
21
2
1
2
212
212
,,,|,0,|
,
22



 (6.8)
where  jj xyC m ,1 is a known function of  jj xy 21 , that depends on unknown
vector parameter m and  jjm xyr ,1 is a known function of  jj xy ,1 with
2 unknown.
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The vector parameter m can be estimated by:  
 
  
  
  ,|,
,
,|1
1minarg
,|,
,minarg
1
1
2
1~2
12
2
~
1
2
1
1~2
~
2
2
2



 









 
jj
jjm
jjj
jj
m
js
m
j
s
jj
jjm
jjj
sm
xyxyr
xyCy
xywE
wE
xyxyr
xyCyE
m
m
mm
m
cmm




(6.9)
where the second row of (6.9) is obtained using (4.2).
Thus the vector parameter m can be estimated, based on only the matched
sample data, by:
  
  


 
m
m
si iim
iii
mim xyr
xyCyq
2 ,
,ˆminargˆ
1
2
1~2
~1

 (6.10)
where   1,|ˆ 1ˆ 12 22 

ii
m
is
m
i
mi xywE
wq
m
.
Similarly suppose that the unmatched sample-complement model for units
outside the unmatched sample is of the form: 
      ujuju jsju js
u
jjj
sjxrxExE
xCy
cucu
u
2
22
22
22
,|,0|
22



 (6.11)
where  jxC u is a known function of jx that depends on an unknown vector
parameter   unknown. withoffunctionknownaisand 2 jjuu xxr
The vector parameter u can be estimated by:  
 
  
  
  ||1
1minarg
|minarg
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2
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
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i
u
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u
i
s
j
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xCy
xwE
wE
xxr
xCyE
u
u
uu
u
cuu




(6.12)
where the second row of (6.12) is obtained using (4.6).
Thus the vector parameter u can be estimated, based only on the unmatched
sample data, by:
  
  


 
u
u
u si iu
ii
uiu xr
xCyq
2
2~2
~1 ˆminargˆ  (6.13)
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where   1|ˆ 1ˆ 222 

i
u
is
u
i
ui xwE
wq
u
.
In our situation we have the following estimates of  jjjs xyyE cm ,| 122 and jjs x|yE cu 22 :   ,C,|ˆ 2ˆ12 12 jjjjjs xyxyyE mcm  (6.14)
and    jjjs xCyE ucu 12 ˆ2 x|ˆ  (6.15)
Thus the predictor of the finite population total, 2T , is given by:   
   



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2
2
2
2
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ˆ2ˆ22
2122232
,
ˆ,ˆˆ
(6.16)
Now we can base our prediction of the finite population total, 2T , without
conditioning on the ii xy and1 or ix , because from (6.8) and (6.11) we can deduce
that:   
 
  
 ,
,,|,
,
1
2
12
1
2
1
12
22 
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
 
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 
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s xyr
xyCyExyxyr
xyCyE mcmmcm
 (6.17)
and   
 
  
  


 


 
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sj
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xCyE ucuucu
2
2
2
2
22
|  (6.18)
Thus, application of (4.2) and (4.6) to the right hand sides of (6.17) and (6.18) but
without conditioning on iy1 and ix or ix and since  mis wE m 22 and  uis wE u 22 are
constants, leads to the following estimates:
      


 
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m
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iiim
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
 (6.19)
and
      


 
u
u
u si iu
iiu
iu xr
xCyw
2
2~2
2~2 1minargˆ  (6.20)
Hence the following predictor of the finite population total, 2T :   


cu
ucm
m
um sj
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2
2
2
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ˆ2ˆ224,2 ,ˆ  (6.21)
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Note that the predictor 4,2ˆT does not require the identification and estimation of
the expectations:    iuisiimis xwExywE um |and,| 212 22 , while 3,2ˆT requires that.
7. Examples
7.1 Prediction with no auxiliary variables
In this section we assume that there are no auxiliary variables 12 and yx , and in
the next section we assume the auxiliary variable 1y . So the predictor is given by:
   
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It follows from (4.2) and (4.6) that:
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Estimating the four unknown expectations in (7.2) by the respective sample
means yields the following estimate:
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For sampling design such that nw
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m
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2 and 2 nNw
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u
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
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if we estimate the expectations by:  
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estimator becomes the Horvitz-Thompson:
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For given 1s , this is the estimator obtained for 2T in the case of stratified
sampling with two strata, the first stratum is 1s and the second stratum is cs1 . So
that, the sampling units of the first sample is used to divide the population into
two subpopulations. However, for noninformative sampling and if 12 , sin
nw
m
m
i 
and
u
u
i n
nNw 2 , csi 1 , the estimator reduces to:
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(7.5)
Now, conditionally given 1s , this is the stratified estimator in the case of stratified
simple random sampling without replacement.
Comment 2. Note that the estimator given in (7.5) which does not use auxiliary
variable 1y , is not equivalent to the composite estimator given in Cochran (1977),
because the composite estimator takes advantage of the correlation between 1y
and 2y unlike the estimator given in (7.5). So the composite estimator is more
efficient than (7.5).
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Note that the predictors THT ,2ˆ and tT ,2ˆ are coincide for sampling designs such
that
2
2 nw
msi
m
i 

and 2 nNw
usi
u
i 

for all 2ms and us2 .
7.2 Prediction with auxiliary variables
In this section we consider prediction of the finite population total for the second
occasion utilizing the data collected on the study variable, in the first occasion, as
an auxiliary variable, and assuming that ix i allfor1 . Then:   j
sjsj
jj
si
i
si
i yEyyEyyT
cucmum
212222
2222
ˆ|ˆˆ 
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 (7.8)
So to find 2ˆT we need to identify and estimate  jjs yyE cm 12 |2 and  jyE 2 . But jyE 2 is estimated in Section (7.1), so as it require to estimate  | 122 jjs yyE cm . In
order to do this, following Sverchkov and Pfeffermann (2004), let the population
model for the first sample be:    0|, 112 1  iisiii yEyHy       njiyyEyryE jijiiiis ,...,1for0,|,| 111121   (7.9)
and suppose that the matched sample inclusion probabilities can be modeled as:     0|, 1122  iisiiimi yEygyk  (7.10)
where      111 and, ygyryH  are positive functions and k is a normalizing
constant. See Eideh (2010) for the effect of k on estimation.
Under (7.9),      iiimi ygykHy 1112   . Hence by (2.7) and (7.10):
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As a special case of (7.9), suppose that    11 yyH  and   121 yyr  . Let in
(7.10)   11 yg for all 1y so that   


 n
i
ii
iim
i
y
ym
1
2
2
2

 which for sufficiently large n
and under some regularity conditions can be approximated as
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So that for known 2and and using the results of Section (7.1), the predictor of
2T is given by:
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8. Mean square error estimation
Let     Ui,Ix,si,πy iiii  :: 111111 be the information that comes from the first
occasion and         cuiiuuiimiimmii si,Ixsi,πysi,Ixsi,πy 122221222222 :,;:;:  be
the information that comes from the second occasion, so that the available
information for the prediction process is 21   .
Let   22 ˆˆ TT define the predictor. The mean square error (MSE) of 2ˆT given
 with respect to the population pdf is defined by:   
    

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Following Sverchkov and Pfeffermann (2004), estimation of  2ˆTMSE for the
predictors 2ˆT considered in Sections 4, 5, 6 and 7, requires strict model
assumptions that could be hard to validate. This is largely due to the conditioning
on the design information 21   .  In order to deal with this problem, we
propose to estimate instead the unconditional mean square error:
          |ˆˆˆ 2222222 TTEETTETMSE p (8.2)
where sEEE   defines the expectation over the sample distribution (given the
selected sample) and over all possible sample selections. By changing the order
of expectations, the unconditional mean square error can be expressed as:       22222 |ˆˆ yTTEEETMSE ps (8.3)
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where  Uiy i  :22y . Estimating the unconditional mean square error of any
predictor 2ˆT can be carried out therefore by estimating its randomization mean
square error. See Pfeffermann (1993) and Sverchkov and Pfeffermann (2004) for
further discussion.
9. Conclusions
In this paper we use the sample and sample-complement distributions for
occasion one, the matched sample and unmatched sample distributions, and
matched sample-complement and unmatched sample-complement for occasion
two, for deriving  predictors of finite population totals under informative probability
sampling using data obtained from sampling on two occasions. Known predictors
in common use are shown to be special cases of the present predictors obtained
under informative sampling. According to Sverchkov and Pfeffermann (2004) and
Pfeffermann and Sverchkov (2007) the mean square error estimation of the new
predictors can be obtained by a combination of an inverse sampling algorithm
and a resampling method. Hence further experimentation with this kind of
predictors and MSE (mean square error) estimation is therefore highly
recommended. The paper is purely mathematical. The performance of likewise
predictors for single occasion based on simulation study and empirical data can
be found in Sverchkov and Pfeffermann (2004). I hope that the new
mathematical results obtained will encourage further theoretical, empirical and
practical research in these directions.
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